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Photo Feature: Black Excellence Ball

The Black Excellence Ball took place last Saturday as part of Lawrence’s annual People of Color
Empowerment Week, which is a collaboration between All Is One: Empowering Young Women of
Color, Alianza, Beta Psi Nu, Black Student Union, the Diversity and Intercultural Center, the Office
of Diversity and Inclusion and Student Organized University Programming . The week will conclude
with Cultural Expressions this Saturday. Check back next week for full coverage of the events.
Photos by Georgia Greenberg
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Religious studies
professor delivers “Last
Lecture” with advice
for Lawrentians
Carl Richardson
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

On Wednesday, Feb. 19, Assistant
Professor of Religious Studies Connie Kassor delivered a lecture titled
“Anger and Sticks; Compassion and
Fire-Pits” in Briggs Hall, hosted by
Lawrence’s Mortar Board chapter.
Mortar Board is a national honor
society for seniors that “elects members at the end of their junior year on
the basis of outstanding leadership,
scholarship and service to the academic community,” according to their
description on the Lawrence website.
Kassor’s lecture is one of a series
of lectures hosted by Mortar Board
called the “Last Lecture Series.” Anyone who gives one of these lectures
imagines what they would want their
last lecture before they die to be and
shares that with the audience.
Kassor’s lecture included stories
she learned in her study of Buddhism
(something familiar to those who
may have taken classes with her on
the subject) to offer advice to busy
Lawrentians. The lecture’s title comes
from two Buddhist folk tales, one
involving anger and sticks and one
involving compassion and pits of fire
that she used to help contextualize
her advice.
Kassor noted Buddhism’s applicability to Lawrentians because of how
major Buddhist thinkers have addressed life’s endless stream of tasks
that need doing. She called attention
to the “Lawrence busy” where people
get stressed out over everything they
have going on and anticipate relief
at the end of the term — just to have
the cycle of stress start up again for
the next term and the next job and
so on until death. Ancient Buddhists
have thought about this “treadmilllike” nature of life for centuries (a
phenomenon identified by modern
psychologists as the “hedonic treadmill”).

Last

Lecture

She pointed to Buddhist teachings as evidence for why we ought to
acknowledge how treadmill-esque our
lives are. She argued that rather than
stressing out to achieve goals that will
only relieve us until it is time to stress
out about the next goal, we would be
better off making the whole cycle less
stressful in the first place. To recognize the big picture struggle allows us
to address it.
Kassor recommended meditation
as a practice that can help students
make their lives less stressful. She
has practiced meditation for years
and helped explain meditation and
the benefits she feels it has brought
her to students alongside Associate
Professor of Psychology Lori Hilt in
a co-taught class during Fall Term,
as well as in a yoga class this Winter
Term.
The folk tales Kassor referenced
illustrated the Buddhist teachings
that people ought to have compassion for everyone and assume that
everyone has reasons for their actions. While some of the Buddhist
scholars she referenced had extreme
takes on these points — one said that
if a friend came out of nowhere and
beat us with a stick we should start by
asking ourselves why they might do
that; one said that we should all feel
compassion for others with the same
intensity as a mother watching her
child fall into a pit of fire — the extremity of the examples used helped
make the points memorable. The
development of such compassion and
understanding is said to be aided by a
meditation practice.
She also used her own origin story
to encourage students to take classes
outside their majors. After starting in
the biology department at the small
liberal arts school she went to for
her undergraduate degree, Kassor’s
first philosophy class lead her into
extensive study of Buddhism and an
eventual career in religious studies.
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Sustainability CAs host RecycleMania Upcoming Events
Molly Ruffing
Staff Writer

______________________________________

In order to further educate the
Lawrence community about sustainability, the Sustainability Community
Advisors (CAs) hosted an event called
RecycleMania on Friday, Feb. 21.
This event ran from 6:30 to 8 p.m. in
the Mead Witter room of the Warch
Campus Center.
The CAs had tables spread
throughout the room for people to
visit. Each Sustainability CA was in
charge of their own table with some
sort of interactive activity or game
focused on recycling.
For each table a participant
stopped at, they received an entry
into the RecycleMania raffle. The
prizes included a solar-powered
backpack that could charge a phone
as well as a waterproof Bluetooth
speaker.
Originally, Residence Hall Director
Nadir Carlson thought of the idea
of RecycleMania. Carlson leads the
sustainability focus area and collabo-

rated with the Sustainability CAs on
creating this event.
During Fall Term, the Sustainability CAs hosted a similar event called
Get RCT’D. Get RCT’D was created
with the intent to educate the Lawrence community about different disposal methods, including recycling,
compost, trash and donation.
Similar to RecycleMania, Get
RCT’D utilized a spread of tables.
For this event, though, the tables
were full of various disposable items.
Participants competed against friends
to sort the items into the appropriate
disposal method. Sophomore Charlie
Oertel originally came up with this
idea, and the rest of the Sustainability CAs then collaborated to further
develop the concept.
In addition to campus-wide events,
Sustainability CAs are also encouraged to host programs within their
halls to educate their residents about
the topic of sustainability. Oertel
stuck with his theme of gameshows
when he crafted his Plantz Hall event
that incorporated lessons about sus-

tainability into a Jeopardy game.
Aside from sustainability, other
focus areas for CAs include service
and social responsibility, professional
development, wellness and diversity.
CAs are required to create two impacts each term that pertain to their
focus area. Next term, though, the
CAs will only be required to complete
one impact in their focus area.
Next year, CAs will no longer have
focus areas. Instead, they will be provided with a list of community goals
that will include aspects of each of the
areas. From there, they will select the
goal they wish to target and is necessary for their community.
Rather than separating the CAs
into focus areas, they will now be
expected to incorporate different
dimensions of each area into their
community. This change reflects the
continuous development of the CA
job, as the Residential Education and
Housing Office continues to adapt
to its relatively new title and role on
campus.

Artist Series: Tine Thing Helseth, trumpet - Fri. 2/28 - 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. Memorial Chapel
Memorial Service for Lifongo Vetinde Sat. 2/29 - 11a.m. - Harper Hall
Cultural Expressions - Sat. 2/29 - 7 p.m.
- Esch Hurvis
Lawrence University Wind Ensemble
Concert - Sat. 2/29 - 8 p.m. - Memorial
Chapel
Tiny Box Concert: A Magenta Pall - Sun.
3/1 - 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. - Music-Drama
CODA Conversation: The State of
Exclusion - Mon. 3/2 - 4:30 p.m. Diversity Center
Lawrence University Jazz Ensemble
Concert - Wed. 3/4 - 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
- Memorial Chapel
Continuing Significance of Race
Conference - Thurs. 3/5 - 4 to 7 p.m. Cinema
Group Housing 101 Info Session - Thurs.
3/5 - 6 to 6:59 p.m. - Arthur Vining
Davis Room
Opera: Mozart’s The Marriage of
Figaro - Thurs. 3/5 - 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Stansbury Theatre
Print & Ceramic Sale - Fri. 3/6 - 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. - Wriston Art Center
Clash Fiction: Flash Fiction Contest Fri. 3/6 - 7 to 10 p.m. - Mead Witter

India

Canary Islands
A hotel in the Spanish Canary
Islands has been locked down
due to the coronavirus following the visit of an Italian doctor
infected with the illness. Several
hundred guests have been forbidden to leave. Italy has been hit the
hardest by COVID-19 in Europe
with 283 cases and seven deaths.
However, globally there are now
over 80,000 infected with around
2,500 deaths, the vast majority of
which are in China. The virus is
getting to the point that the World
Health Organization is telling
countries to prepare for a possible
pandemic. The U.S. has set aside
$2.5 billion in resources for combating the disease, including vaccine research and aid to infected
countries. (BBC)

World
Brazil
One-hundred and forty-seven people
have now been murdered in the
northern state of Brazil called Ceará.
This comes after hundreds of police
have gone on strike demanding a pay
raise, leading many to take advantage
of the weakened government. Despite
the fact that the Brazilian army has
been called in to take charge, the
murders see no sign of stopping.
Brazilian law states that it is illegal
for police to strike and could result
in prison time. Currently, the strike
sees no signs of stopping; however,
the Justice Minister Sergio Moro says
that the situation is under control.
(BBC)

News

Compiled by McKinley Breen

Syria
The Syrian military has seized control
over most of the province of Aleppo
on the eve of talks between Turkey
and Russia. Both nations back opposing sides of the nine-year conflict,
with Turkey backing the rebels and
Russia backing the current government. However, both sides have been
working to establish a peace in the
region for the past several years. With
this recent advance, the progress for
talks are now uncertain. (NBC)

Costa Rica
Another indigenous activist was
killed Feb. 25, amid continuing land
disputes in Costa Rica. Many indigenous activists have taken to squatting on land that is now controlled
by farmers and ranchers, to the point
that a farm was burned down a few
weeks ago. Many of these attacks
come in retaliation for these actions.
There are about 100,000 indigenous
peoples in Costa Rica, making up
2.4% of the population, most of
whom live in reservations on the panama border. However, they are now
trying to assert their ancestral claims
to land that is not recognized by the
government as being theirs. (ABC)

Violence in Delhi erupted last
week in clashes between Hindu
and Muslim groups in what has
been the worst violence in decades,
leading to the deaths of 13 people.
These protests and clashes stem
from the Indian government passing the Citizen Act, which creates a
path to citizenship for migrants of
Hindu, Sikh, Buddhist, Jain, Parsi
and Christian religious minorities, who are fleeing persecution
from Pakistan, Bangladesh and
Afghanistan. Many fear that this is
highly discriminatory and threatens India’s secular status, as the
act is the first time religion has
been overtly used as a criterion for
citizenship in India. This act has
caused protests to break out all
across the country, many of them
turning violent. Additionally, most
of the fighting is concentrated in
Muslim majority neighborhoods
around large cities. Many cities are
calling on the federal government
to restore order as many cities are
unable to contain the violence with
their current resources. (BBC)
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Sendell spurs senior night success

Kelli Quick
Staff Writer

______________________________________

This past weekend, the women’s
and men’s basketball teams both had
their senior nights, where they faced
off against their conference rivals,
Illinois College. The women unfortunately lost 61-40, but the men’s game
was a nailbiter and our Vikes took the
win with less than a minute left in the
game, winning 79 to 76.
What is senior night? It is a game
dedicated to the senior athletes, where
they are recognized for all their past
achievements and contributions to the
team throughout their time playing
at Lawrence. This week I interviewed
junior Brad Sendell, who, in the game
prior (against St. Norbert), scored
over 1,000 points so far in his career
here at Lawrence, doing it in only two
seasons! Also interviewed was senior
Jason Dougherty, who had torn his
ACL last year, but was able to play for
a few minutes at the start of the game
against Illinois College where he was a
key player and scored six points in just
four minutes!
Kelli Quick: I heard you tore your
ACL a while back. How has that
impacted you as a player and a person? Did you learn anything from it?
Was it a blessing or a curse or both?
Why?

Jason Dougherty: Yes, I did tear my
ACL at the end of my junior year and
I think it impacted me significantly
as player and a person. As a player,
it forced me to take a leadership role
with the team in using my knowledge
of the game to still help my team out
without being on the court. Then, as
a person it put me through hardships
that only made me stronger. I see my
ACL tear as a blessing in disguise, as
it took away a year of basketball but
helped define who I am.

KQ: I thought you had an amazing
start at senior night; it’s hard to come
back from an injury and play at the
level at which you did. Taking that
into consideration, how did you get to
where you are now? How did you get
yourself back into the game and what
did you have to do to get there?
JD: To return to basketball, I was
out around a year for games, went
through about nine months of rehab
with athletic trainer Kelsey and did
a month of practicing before being
cleared to dress in a game.
KQ: As a senior, what would you like
to leave behind or be known for?
JD: As a senior, I want to be known
for someone that loves the game of
basketball and has impacted each one
of my teammates in a positive way.

KQ: Now that the season is over, what
is something you wished you or the
team would have done differently or
you would have liked to change? What
would you say was the team's greatest
achievement this season?
JD: The only thing I would have
changed about the year is that we
came in focused for every single game.
I personally feel like we sleep-walked
into some games that we should have
won if we started the game off well.
Our greatest achievement as a team
was traveling to Minnesota and beating a very good Northwestern team.
They were a very talented team and I
thought that was a game we showed
our true potential of what we could
have been all year.
Next, I interviewed Brad Sendell.

KQ: Congratulations on scoring over
1,000 points; it was such an incredible
moment that I felt lucky to behold.
Did you have any nerves going into
that game against St. Norbert, knowing that you were so close to breaking
1,000 or would you say that that goal
helped to motivate you even more?
Brad Sendell: Thank you for your
congratulations. It’s definitely a pretty
cool accomplishment to say that I’m
the only player to score 1,000 points
in two years at Lawrence. I will admit
that I was kind of anxious to get there.

My teammates were constantly telling me how far away I was and they
even made 1,000 point signs prior to
the St. Norbert’s game. Definitely a
relief when I hit the 1,000-point mark.
Without their support and belief in
me, I wouldn’t be where I am today,
so shout out to them.
KQ: What did it feel like going into
the next game against Illinois College,
after you had previously scored over
1,000 and the fact that it was senior
night? What was going through your
head?
BS: I was super loose going into the
IC game. I felt relieved to have that
weight off my shoulders and was just
happy to celebrate the seniors on
their day. I think that’s part of why I
had such a solid game against Illinois
College.
KQ: Now that the season is over, what
is something you wished you or the
team would have done differently or
you would have liked to change? What
would you say was the team's greatest
achievement this season?
BS: The individual stuff is all well and
good, but it doesn’t mean much if you
don’t win games. We didn’t have the
team success we expected this year,
but I’m still proud of how we battled
every game and ended the year on a
high note.

STANDINGS
HOCKEY
North Division
TEAM		
Marian#*
St. Norbert#*
Lawrence*
St. Scholastica*
Finlandia
South Division
Adrian#*
Lake Forest#*
Trine*
Aurora*
Concordia
MSOE

OVR
18-8-1
16-9-2
6-19-2
9-17-1
5-18-2
19-5-3
18-6-3
13-11-3
12-9-6
12-11-2
9-10-6

# - Clinched NCHA Playoff Home Ice
* - Clinched NCHA Playoff Berth

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Ripon*
15-3
19-6
Monmouth* 14-4
19-6
Cornell*
12-6
15-9
Knox*
11-7
16-9
Lake Forest
10-8
13-12
Illinois
9-9
13-12
St. Norbert
8-10
9-16
Grinnell
7-11
11-14
Lawrence
3-15
6-19
Beloit
1-17
3-22

Photo Feature
MFC Championships

Top left: Junior Cameron Maas lunges for a touch.
Bottom left: Junior Vinzenz Mayer holds his ground vs. Denison.
Above: The Vikes look on as junior Vinzenz Mayer battles an opponent.
Photos by Alex Loundy.

Midwest Fencing Conference
Championships Results
Individual

Women's Sabre

Men's Foil

Women's Foil

1. Ohio State
2. Michigan
3. Wayne State
6. Lawrence

Women's Epee

1. Ohio State
2. Cleveland State
3. Chicago
14. Lawrence

10. Tim Parker
11. Ben Kelsey

32. Alex Loundy
58. Sam Driver

Men's Epee

12. Allison Kim
17. Lexi Praxl

28. Bea Gee
31. Bettina Coker
37. Sammi Hansen

8. Jakub Nowak 8. Maggie Wright
10. Cameron Maas 31. Carson Becker
18. Vinzenz Mayer 38. Mia Wu
45. Teslin Stecher

Gannon Flynn

Team

Men's Sabre

Men's Sabre

Women's Sabre

Men's Foil

Women's Foil

Men's Epee

Women's Epee

Staff Writer

______________________________________

Lawrence University’s journey
ended this weekend in men’s hockey,
as St. Norbert’s Green Knights won
both tournament games against them.
Their first game was very reminiscent of a previous game against the
Knights; in under 10 minutes into
the first period, Keegan Milligan and
Peyton Frantti combined to score
three goals for the Knights, and the
Vikings simply had no answer. They
were outpaced on offense, 17 shots
on the goal compared to LU’s six, and

final shot for Lawrence with just over
a minute to play, but the effort was in
vain, as the previous offensive crushing ended the game 8-2, St. Norbert.
Their second matchup was a bit
of a closer game. However, many of
the same troubles emerged despite a
better defensive showing. Proof of a
better game plan on defense was evident in the first period, as the Vikings
did not allow a goal on 13 shots. St.
Norbert’s Peter Bates broke the tie in
the second, but Lawrence answered
quickly; the Green Knights only held a
lead for 44 seconds before the Vikings’
senior Evan Ketner sank a goal to tie.
13 minutes of defensive strug-

1. Ohio State
2. Northwestern
3. Michigan
4. Lawrence

1. Ohio State
1. Ohio State
2. Cleveland State 2. Northwestern
3. Lawrence
3. Michigan
7. Lawrence

Hockey swept out of playoffs
their defensive troubles did not let
up, as St. Norbert did not go a single
period without scoring at least twice.
Charles Stewart was able to score once
in the second period, but they were
outmatched again, 17 shots to 8, and
the third period began at 5-1 after a
late power play from St. Norbert.
The final period was rounded out
with further defensive woes. Though
most of the period went scoreless, the
Green Knights made a powerful push
in the last five minutes. They scored
three times in a span of two minutes,
with St. Norbert’s Kurt Black rounding out a hat trick on the last two
goals. Freshman Tom Yurisich sank a

1. Ohio State
2. Northwestern
3. Chicago
5. Lawrence

gle ensued, but Lawrence once again
fell into an all-too-familiar constant:
allowing scores in rapid succession. With two minutes left, Brendan
Aird scored for the Green Knights,
and his score was quickly followed
by Stephen Mather a minute later.
Peyton Frantti’s third-period goal
proved to be the nail in the coffin, as
Lawrence would only score once for
the rest of the game; even this score
was answered.
St. Norbert toppled Lawrence
with a 5-2 game, and a 2-0 stretch to
knock the Vikings out of the playoffs.

MEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert#* 17-1
22-3
Ripon*
14-4
18-7
Lake Forest* 10-8
13-12
Cornell*
9-9
14-11
Monmouth
9-9
14-11
Grinnell
9-9
13-12
Lawrence
7-11
11-14
Beloit
6-12
8-17
Knox
5-13
9-16
Illinois
4-14
6-19
# - MWC Season Champion
* - Clinched MWC Tournament Berth

MEN'S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC
Monmouth
0-0
Cornell
0-0
Grinnell
0-0
Lake Forest
0-0
Lawrence
0-0
St. Norbert
0-0
Illinois
0-0
Knox
0-0
Ripon
0-0

OVR
1-0
8-1
5-1
2-1
3-2
2-2
0-0
0-0
0-2

Standings are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
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ARIES (March 21-April 10): Look back on a decision you made recently that didn’t go as planned. You have a
chance to fix it this week.
TAURUS (April 21-May 20): You might feel burnt out, but this week it’s important to make plans with friends.
Strong relationships with others will bring you success.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Pressure to figure out your future is coming from all directions. Don’t rush. Now
through early April is a good time for contemplation, after which your path forward will feel clearer.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Trust yourself this week. Your friends might be against your plans, but they’ll come
around. You’re smart and you know it; show off a little.
LEO (July 23-August 22): You’re going to feel a lot of notso-nice emotions this week: wild, fiery and out of control.
Brace yourself. You can learn something if you lean into it.
You might face challenges that you caused yourself, too.
Take responsibility.
VIRGO (August 23-September 22): Other people want a lot
from you, but it’s okay if you can’t always give them what
they ask for. Your plans might feel disorganized this week,
adding stress to your already stressful life, but that should
fix itself by next week.
LIBRA (September 23-October 22): Your emotions rule you
this week, which can be great except when it enables people
to take advantage of you. Use careful judgement when you
meet new people.
SCORPIO (October 23-November 21): You might find
yourself disagreeing with loved ones this week. Pick your
battles. It will be easy to be irrational this week if you aren’t
careful.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22-December 21): Be patient
with those around you this week. Your powers of perception
in both the social and academic spheres are heightened right
now while a lot of your friends might feel exhausted and burnt out.
CAPRICORN (December 22-January 19): Long-term changes are about to take place. You might feel more than
ready for them, but be patient and don’t try to tackle everything at once. The universe is about to be on your side.
AQUARIUS (January 20-February 18): Mercury is about to move back into your sign, which enhances your powers of contemplation and creative thinking. It’s a good week for mulling over big decisions, especially ones you’ve
been thinking about for a long time.
PISCES (February 19-March 20): This week, you might reconsider a decision you made based on new information
or a new understanding of the truth. It’s time to be serious and, once you’ve recalibrated, to act.

INK

By Allegra C. Taylor

Color in this drawing!

A Day in Lawrence
History: February 28
By Rachel Michtom

A part-y of Lawrence history

In most years, Feb. 28 marks the end of the shortest month of the year. This year, of course, we have a leap
year, and thus, a leap day: Feb. 29, “a great night for the weaker sex,” according to the 1925 Ariel (the old Lawrence Yearbook). Now, every four years for the past 173 years, Lawrentians have suffered through a winter term
made one day longer by the genius who decided to add a day to the February. But how, exactly, have we survived
the dead of winter, where all the trees are dead and no one’s seen the sun in months? Well, in a word, by partying.
This year, Beta Theta Pi is “Going Bananas,” and is acquiring more than 200 pounds of bananas for some unknown
reason. In years past, Lawrentians have always seemed to find a way to party near the end of February or beginning
of March. Here are some of my favorite examples:
1877: The YMCA at Lawrence is founded! Finally, young men have no need to feel down. They can get their feet
off the ground, even in a new town. There is no need to be unhappy.
1904: Ormsby Hall Party. I do not know why we don’t have more parties in Ormsby, especially because this particular one gave out laurels. With all the high ceilings, it would be quite a challenge to “raise the roof.”
1947: Beta Gay Nineties Party! Beta at it again with the iconic themes, proving that you can have a nineties themes
party in any century. Personally, I would like the next Beta party to be Gay Nineties themed. I think many students
on campus would have excellent costume ideas.
Also 1947: Phi Kappa Tau’s annual Apache Brawl party. I think I am quite okay with leaving this one in the past.
1965: Lawrence’s first Winter Formal! The theme was “Blues in the Night,” and the event was held off-campus
from 8:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. Nowadays, we have the Presidents Ball, which has a much cooler name, even if the
function is the same. I am glad someone along the way decided that a ball sounded so much nicer than a formal. It
makes me feel like I can be Cinderella for a night, but, like, without the indentured servitude.
2014: Mardi Gras! Although I am not Catholic, and I had no idea until last year that Mardi Gras was even related to
Catholicism, I am always a fan of holidays based purely around eating junk food.
Listen, at this point in the year, we have been in winter for way too long, and we are so close to the freedom
of spring break that it is no surprise that Lawrentians need some way to blow off steam. While some of these traditions can, and should, stay in the past, it is a true mark of character that Lawrentians always seem to throw ridiculous parties at the end of Spring Term. I just hope the bananas don’t get too mushy from people dancing on them.

By Celeste Reyes
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This Week’s
Crossword

Last Week’s Answers

By Alex Dahl

Across
1. Energy provider in cells
4. He wrote about ravens
7. Medical pinchers
9. Languages developed by mixing two others
10. System of interactive visual
components for computer software, abbr.
11. One bird of prey
15.Nationwide communications
honor society, for short
16. What I say to myself during
eighth week
17. A siesta

In Plain Sight
By Tia Colbert

Release

Down
1. Half of the NFL
2. Dark web browser
3. Drinking before drinking
4. Bird with a big gullet
5. Midwestern phrase
6. Sound of the 19th letter
8. “I ____ but...”
11. ‘80s TV Alien
12. Close friends, in slang
13. Greek exclamation
14. How the cold may hurt you

Lore-ence

Lawrence officially becomes
nap-friendly

The following story is satire. All events and characters are fictional.

By Claire Zimmerman

As eighth week draws to a
close, almost everyone at Lawrence
University is exhausted. Students
can be found dropping to the floor
around campus to take sporadic,
well-needed naps. Some staff and
faculty members have said that they
no longer feel comfortable driving
home when they are so sleepy. It
is clear that everyone needs a little
extra sleep. This exact reason is why
the Lawrence University higher-ups
have decided to make the sleepdeprived decision to make Lawrence
a “nap-friendly” campus.
For their first act of making
Lawrence more nap-friendly, a stack
of five blankets are now available on
every floor of every building on campus. They are handmade with love by
a number of faculty and staff and are
guaranteed to make you feel at home
and cozy. Just beside these stacks,
you can find an additional stack of
five pillows so that you can rest your
head while dozing off. The pillows
and blankets can be found under the
fire extinguisher receptacles, as they
are considered just as important as
fire safety at this point. Sleep masks
will not be provided, as the higher
ups believe that if you are too tired
to make it home to sleep, you will
most likely be able to sleep just fine
without one.
One requirement for sleeping
around campus is to avoid being a
safety hazard. This means steering
clear of aisles and exits, in case there
is a fire. Sleeping on the stairs is also
prohibited. If sleeping causes (physical) harm to yourself or others, do
not do it. If it impacts your grades,
that is your choice.
This decision is in fact expected
to boost safety around campus. If
you have ever been bumped into by
a sleep-deprived zombie of a student, you will no longer have to

worry about this fate. Allowing students and faculty to sleep wherever
they like makes napping incredibly
accessible. Scraping five minutes
off a commute to the dorm to lay
your head down provides five extra
minutes of sleep time, which will
decrease accidents.
So far, this idea has been
received with open arms. When
students were questioned about
the change, they simply yawned
and walked away to the nearest fire
extinguisher receptacle to procure
a blanket and pillow. If that doesn’t
speak to the effectiveness of the
program, I don’t know what will.
Faculty responded with similar candor, stating that they now feel safer
driving home because they are a
fraction more rested. Some faculty
have started to bring blankets and
pillows from home for their offices.
Staff members say that taking naps
on their breaks is part of the reason
that they are so energetic and caring
towards the students.
While some students have
taken advantage of the blankets
and pillows to nap on the go, other
more energetic students have decided to have more fun with them.
Throughout the week, walking down
any academic hallway leads to the
danger of getting hit in the middle
of a pillow fight. Some of the physics
students have made pillow forts out
of the granted supplies. One student
who was inspired by the activity said
that they are going to write their capstone on the physics of pillow forts.
Whether you are a student,
faculty or staff member, there is
something for everyone in this new
initiative. Take some time this eighth
week to be a little silly or allow yourself to take a nap. As a campus, it is
what we all need.
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Dani Massey

Subculture on Main: Brinna Rasmussen

Columnist

_________________________________________________

Subculture on Main strives to raise awareness
of the diversity of people and important issues
on the Lawrence University campus. Care is
taken to give equal platform to unique individuals and to listen to their stories with an
open mind. Interviews are reflective only of the
interviewee, not of their whole group.
Brinna Rasmussen, a freshman studying
elementary education, shared her experience
with being a part of the hard of hearing and
deaf culture for this edition of Subculture on
Main. She talked about how “there is such a
strong embracement of being different, in being
able to experience different things than hearing people. Going through the struggles and
being able to relate to each other through those
struggles is really empowering.”
Rasmussen explained her relationship
with the hard of hearing and deaf community in
greater detail, saying, “I identify with the hard
of hearing subculture, but I think greater than
that there is the disabled subculture. The deaf
and hard of hearing umbrella are within the
disabled [community],” Rasmussen continued,
adding that, “What people don't realize is that
females are less likely to be hard of hearing
than males, and so being a female disabled person is a very important subgroup.”
Rasmussen explained that from her
experience, “This group represents overcoming
adversity that is just thrust on you. You don't
have a choice. You just are hard of hearing; you
are going to face difficulties with your education, learning to speak, learning to interact
with others, difficulties being in big groups.”

Rasmussen concluded, however, that overcoming these obstacles can help with personal
growth and learning to enjoy social interactions
more than you thought that you would.
Rasmussen discussed how she has life
experiences that many people do not get when
it comes to problem solving, communication
and listening: “I have to work harder to learn
and to understand the process.”
For Rasmussen, it can be “difficult to
connect and meet people who are hard of hearing or who have hearing loss.” However, she
explained that Lawrence has helped her with
this. She has been able to meet more people on
campus with hearing loss or who are hard of
hearing, helping create a sense of community
that was lacking in her high school experience.
She said, “At my high school there was
no one and being here [at Lawrence] I've been
able to meet people who are like, ‘Oh, I'm deaf
in one ear’ [or] ‘Oh, I have hearing aids.’ Being
able to even see those people and [know] I am
not the only one is so reassuring and nice.”
When asked about hard of hearing and
deaf representation, Rasmussen lit up: “Damn!
I would love if there was more representation
on campus. It would be cool to have a hard of
hearing/deaf club where we can just like talk
about it together…I think the most important
message that the deaf and hard of hearing community can bring to people is the importance of
understanding that a disability can affect people
in [ways that are] not necessarily visible.”
She emphasized the importance of listening to people when they ask you for help or ask
you to do something because you might not see
that they are deaf or hard of hearing, and they
really need your help.
Rasmussen talked about how little repre-

Freshman Brinna Rasmussen.
Photo by Dani Massey.

sentation exists for hard of hearing people in
media. She explained how when she was young,
“There was a deaf character who is a fully deaf
male…that I shouldn't have related to because I
am a half deaf, hard of hearing young woman,
but because that was my first experience with
a non-hearing person in media, I thought this
was so cool.”
If there had been better representation of
hard of hearing people in media, she may have
been able to relate to a character more like her.
She also talked about the problems with
how representation that does exist for hard of
hearing people can often have a condescending
tone. However, she said that representation is
getting better. For example, the 2020 American
Girl Doll has hearing aids.
Rasmussen said,“We're finally getting to a

place where at least a few people are acknowledging the existence of strong, cool, powerful [and] not pitiful deaf and hard of hearing
people. That needs to happen more in media.
There needs to be more representation of disabled [people] no matter what the disability. I
want to get that message out there. Put people
in media.”
Brinna Rasmussen would like to remind
everyone to speak up for your hard of hearing
and disabled friends. They may not be comfortable asking for what you say to be repeated or
said more loudly and clearly. Lend an ear and
listen!
If you would like to represent your group,
contact Dani Massey at danionlawrentian@
gmail.com
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Photo Feature:
London Centre: Week Seven

Drag Storytime at the Museum of Liverpool.

Students on an audio tour of The Beatles Story Exhibition.

The Beatles Story Exhibition.

Photos by
Caroline Garrow
The Beatles Story Exhibition.

A taste of Vietnam
Ian Findling
Staff Writer

________________________________________________

The Vietnamese Culture Organization
(VCO) gathered students on the afternoon of
Saturday, Feb. 22, to partake in the second
night of their three-night cultural and culinary
celebration series, Taste of Vietnam.
Taste of Vietnam explores the unique and
delicious foods coming from the many different
cultures within Vietnam. This most recent event
visited central Vietnam, serving three variants
of the distinctly Vietnamese and much beloved
dessert, che.
Che is a traditional Vietnamese dessert
typically served as a pudding, dessert soup or
sweet beverage. There are dozens of variants of
che, including individual ingredients that vary

from mung beans to corn and sesame seeds to
rice.
These flavors are paired with sweet coconut milk or cream, served hot or cold depending on the dish.
Sweet and with a consistency similar to
pudding, the first dish served during the event
was a special variant of che composed of delicate mixture of sweetcorn and steamed coconut
milk.
It was served hot in plastic cups, with
plenty to go around for the dozens of mingling
students throughout Sabin house, and started
the event off with an impressive display of powerful and invigorating flavor.
The second dish was less sweet, but just
as exciting as the first. With a similar viscous
consistency, this dish was a mixture of steaming

coconut milk and egg-like rice balls filled with
black sesame seeds. Looking at the dish, one
might expect it to be sweet and consistent, as
the previous corn-infused che was.
However, after fishing through the coconut pudding and biting down on one of the
three rice balls within, the taster was met with a
vibrant, almost bitter array of sesame flavor. It
was certainly the most unexpected of the three
dishes, and did well to showcase the unique and
intricate culinary tradition stemming from this
region of Vietnam.
The third and final dish was similar to the
previous ones. Served hot in the same plastic
cups, this Che dessert was a concoction of peanut rice balls and hot coconut milk.
Rather than the explosive imprint of flavor of the previous dish, the peanut within the

rice balls was smooth and familiar, albeit blending with the invariable uniqueness of thick and
creamy coconut in a delicious Vietnamese flair.
This dish was savory and smooth, an excellent
finale to the courses served over the afternoon.
Bringing the evening to an informative
close, the VCO organizers showed a documentary displaying the intricacies of food culture
in central Vietnam. This video enlightened
its viewers to the incredible variety of dishes
throughout Vietnam, and gave insight into the
nation’s vibrant and all too unrepresented feat
of extraordinary culinary art.
Should students be interested in attending
an event of VCO’s Taste of Vietnam series, the
third and final event will be on Saturday, Mar.
7, from 12 to 2 p.m., and will be exploring the
northern Vietnamese dish banh mi.
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IGLU encorporates electronic manipulation

Ursa Anderson
Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Wednesday, Feb. 19, the
Improvisational Group of Lawrence
University (IGLU) put on their Winter
Term performance in Harper Hall,
rather than Esch Hurvis where they
have performed the past few terms.
Directed by Instructor Music Matt
Turner, the group comes together
from all areas of the Conservatory, be
that strings, brass, woodwind, percussion and even voice. Through IGLU,
Lawrence students are able to work
on their group improvisational techniques and apply them in an academic
setting. Every performance, members
play and respond to each other by ear,
creating a unique composition every
time.
This term, IGLU has been working with live electronic sound manipulation and sampling improvisation.
A whole soundboard sat in the front
row of Harper Hall, alongside a Mac
laptop and mic system, which were
eventually utilized by student performer, junior Ben Portzen. Portzen
used these instruments to incorporate
a whole new layer of sound with the
other students in the ensemble.
As the members walked out
onstage, they took their places in a
semi-circle and Portzen sat down
behind his computer in the first row.
As per usual, the room settled to a
loud silence, as the tension built in
the air and kept the audience waiting for something to break it. Then,
a low, ambient tone came from the
speakers as Portzen got the ball rolling on his computer. This initial tone

IGLU ensemble members perform onstage in Harper Hall.
Photo by Sebastian Evans.

slowly grew in complexity as it began
to vibrate and higher notes resonated
through the hall.
As the noise got louder, it began
to echo, and at this point, the rest
of the ensemble began to join in.
First, someone began blowing air
through a kazoo, sounding like something close to the wind. Next in was
senior Zoe Markle on bass, slowly
adding to the eerie soundscape. One
by one, members began to join in,

entering and exiting as the movement grew amongst the group. This
first combined piece drew upon movement of air, as wind and brass players
blew not quite enough air through
their instruments, resulting in several different qualities of air filling
the space. Adding to this effect, the
strings began doing something similar, dragging their bows against the
strings of the instrument to create a
scratching sound. The collaboration

phrase while the other instruments
listened or murmured quietly underneath. Indeed, at some points one
was reminded of the Charles Cornell
piano memes where he sets memes of
people talking to music. The lack of
a consistent time signature furthered
this recitative feel. The piece had lots
of pauses, some spoken word phrases and no tonality; audiences with a
knowledge of music theory detected a
distinctively 12 tone aroma around the
whole thing.
The second piece featured an
even thinner texture, as the piece,
“Willful Dancing,” was written and
performed by sophomore Andrew
Gooch on solo saxophone. The piece
was an easy-going diatonic construction, with many repeated motifs of
18th notes that sputtered and soared
like comets. The music bore an affinity with the French expressionists,
while the performance itself bore an
affinity with Stockhausen, who wrote
a piece for saxophone with choreographed movements. As Gooch
swayed onstage, stepping slowly and
purposefully to the side, then to the
back, then to the side, then to the
front, you could almost imagine you
were witnessing Stockhausen discover
jazz squares.
The third piece was another
from the folio of Green, “Suite For
Solo Cello, Op. 55.” Performed by
sophomore Sara Smith, the piece’s
four movements took their inspiration from Baroque movements like
Courante and Sarabande. The piece
was more diatonic than the first, but
still riddled with chromaticism, which
created tension. The music flowed like

a triadic log creaking anxiously with
chromaticism as it meanders along a
mountain creek, worried that around
each bend will be a perilously high
waterfall. This piece, therefore, stands
as a monument to the unbridled creativity of those who conjure myriad
dangers out of innocuous events.
The fourth piece was a wind
quintet by senior David Yudis. This
piece seemed wholly generated from
the idea, “What if all you could use
was the Tristan chord?” This Tristan
waterboarding was nevertheless captivating, as the piece featured wonderful contrasts of tempo and styles. The
arrangement was superb, with thick
textures, crunchily poetic intervals
and a galloping sense of momentum.
The fifth piece was a quartet by
sophomore Matthew DeChant. “The
Last Tree” was bursting with warm
extended harmonies. The piano and
marimba formed a rhythmically active
accompaniment, while the clarinet
and bass clarinet engaged in melodic
play. This cloud atlas-like concoction
then was interrupted by a crunch fortissimo, followed by a sudden change
in tempo for a race to the end.
The final piece was performed
by juniors Luke Auchter and Allie
Goldman. Simply titled “Lyric Music,”
this composition by senior Logan
Willis was a delight, as the piano
and trombone took jazzy joyrides in
each other’s melodies. The syncopation and furiously fast tempo made
this composition the only toe-tapper
of the bunch.
Overall, the whole recital was a
delight from start to finish.

Composition studio recital wows

Liam Wood
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Wouldn’t it be nice if upon
your birth you were welcomed with
thunderous applause? Wouldn’t it
be wonderful if you received adulation, adoration and $1,000 per month
just for being alive? Last Sunday, this
is exactly what happened; for while
most students were relaxing and reveling in the melting snow, a few students engaged in a strenuous birthing. Audience members witnessed
as various performers delivered the
world premiere of six new pieces by
Lawrentian composers in a beauteous
labor of love. Each of these pieces was
received rapturously, with thunderous ovations. In Lawrence’s approval-starved climate, it was enough to
make one jealous.
The first piece was titled,
“The Tale of a Fierce, Bad Rabbit.”
Questionable adjective order aside,
this piece by sophomore Sam Green
was an erudite exploration of percussion and voice. It was performed by
sophomores Margaret Slavinsky as
a soprano, with Elizabeth Hermann
and Keenan Story as percussionists.
It featured much interaction of parts,
with the vibes, marimba, snare drum
and assorted percussion instruments
trading off musical phrases with each
other and with Slavinsky. This call
and response structure led to a thin
texture with a surprising amount of
order. It felt as if one was watching an assembly of the House of
Representatives on c-span, with each
instrument taking the podium for a

A+E RADAR

UPCOMING:
2/28 8PM Tine Thing
Helseth, trumpet, Chapel

3/1 2PM Bridget Bartal
“Tiny Box Office” outside
Stansbury

2/28 8PM SOUP
Comedian Jasmine Ellis,
Mead Witter

3/1 3PM Lawrence
University Percussion
Ensemble (LUPÉ)
Concert, Chapel

2/29 8PM Wind
Ensemble Concert,
Chapel

3/1 6:30PM Horacio
Contreras, cello, Harper
Hall

3/1 12PM Dance Process Works, Esch

3/2 8PM Lawrence
University Brass Concert,
Chapel

3/1 1PM Guitar Recital,
Harper Hall

3/4 8PM - Lawrence
University Jazz Ensemble
(LUJE) Concert,
Chapel
3/5&6 7:30PM Opera:
Mozart’s The Marriage of
Figaro, Stansbury
3/6 10AM Print &
Ceramic Sale, Wriston
3/6 7PM Clash Fiction!
Mead Witter

became reminiscent of a barren landscape with a chilling breeze blowing
through, as Portzen controlled the rise
and fall with the computer audio.
The growing tension began to
transcend the space of Harper Hall; if
one had closed their eyes, the textures
created began to take you through
space. As the dynamic turned into
something off a horror movie track,
group members refrained and let the
sound dissipate and return to the loud

silence they began with. This piece
showed how the ensemble was able
to integrate into a pre-existing sound
and work with it to create something
surreal. The concentration of the players was observable when they played;
many eyes were closed, completely
tuned into the music, blocking out
anything else other than their peers
and their sound.
After the piece was done, Turner
called out names of members to form
a small group to perform. Each of
these groups was joined by Portzen
with computer audio. The group
would start, and he would record
parts of their playing through the
mics on stage. Then, he would take
this audio and incorporate it into that
same performance where the other
members would build on-top of what
they had already created.
IGLU then ended with another
collaborative group piece. This one
started much more alive than the first,
opening with an energetic beat from
senior Caro Granner and junior Alex
Medina. In this arrangement, Portzen
did something similar to what he had
done in the small groups: playing back
fragments of the ensemble for them
to then merge back into. It worked
similar to a call and response between
himself and the rest of the ensemble.
Eventually, the piece exploded into a
jungle of noise where no one sound
could be distinguished from the next.
And then, silence.
IGLU’s next performance will be
in Spring Term, on Wednesday, May
13, in Harper Hall.

Album Review:
“Miss Anthropocene”

Erin O’Brien
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Grimes, aka Claire Boucher, has
been known since her MySpace days
for her dark, eclectic, self-produced
pop and aesthetics created by using
looping and layering techniques in
production. Her image, maintained
by her unconventional approach to
music and art as well as self-proclaimed “anti-imperialism” via
Twitter, spurned an array of reactions
to her announcement of her relationship with Elon Musk in 2018 ranging from mildly disgusted shock to
amusedly raised eyebrows. However,
the dichotomy between her eco-conscious alt-punk space princess aesthetic and her continued relationship
with, and defense of, a union-busting billionaire casts her latest album
“Miss Anthropocene” in an interesting
light, prompting us to question the
overall political value of “resistance”
aesthetics in pop culture.
The title “Miss Anthropocene”
was announced a year ago in March
2019, when Boucher explained that
the work would be a concept album
about an “anthropomorphic goddess
of climate change" in which "each
song [would] be a different embodiment of human extinction." Her
explanation of the concept confirms
the title’s pun alluding to “misanthropy,” or contempt for humankind
and human nature. As per usual for
Grimes, the album’s lyrics are relatively cryptic and meaning is comprised by the layers of production
and systematic creation of a mood
meditating on a theme. While she is
clearly exploring the imminence of
environmental degradation through
ominously titled tracks including
“Delete Forever,” “Violence,” “Before
the Fever” and “You’ll Miss Me When
I’m Not Around,” her value judgements, assignments of blame and calls
to action are unclear. That is not necessarily a bad thing and does not even
render the album apolitical; art, even
political art, should not have to be
painfully obvious. Perhaps the work is
intentionally vague with the intention
of encouraging listeners to meditate
on the topic rather than being hand-

ed an answer. Regardless of Grimes’
ambiguous political and artistic intentions on “Miss Anthropocene,” it still
feels principally aesthetic. Even if the
album were a clear, poignant, compelling and intelligent commentary
on ecological destruction that could
be solidly considered both good and
true, her positionality as an obscenely
wealthy white woman virtually completely sheltered from the effects of
the extinction she is setting to music
dilutes the message.
All that is not to say that we
cannot enjoy Grimes anymore or that
“Miss Anthropocene” cannot be a
good album; we can still enjoy things
post-Musk. Isolated musically, “Miss
Anthropocene” is definitely not my
favorite Grimes album, but I enjoy it
as a concept. It is an enjoyable album;
the ethereal 50-vocal track layering
Grimes does is as cool as ever, space
is fun, I do not have any serious
complaints, but maybe it is no deeper
than that. Which again, is not to say
that political art and music cannot be
effective and striking, but just that it
cannot be separated from the context
that created it. In NPR’s review of the
album, Boucher was described to be
“poeticizing ecological suicide,” something that she seems, at least by my
judgement, to be a little suspiciously
enthusiastic about considering her
relative safety compared to the rest of
the masses. Maybe my conviction that
Grimes is subtly trying to indoctrinate
a subculture of alternative girls with
Kånkens into virulent yet palatably
sanitized ecofascists is just me thinking too hard about how much I hate
Elon Musk, but hopefully other listers
without this problem are able to enjoy
“Miss Anthropocene” more thoroughly and with less guilt than I do.
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Seniors host poetry reading
Sam Goldbeck
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Seniors
Katherine
(Katie)
Mueller and Cynfor Lu organized and
hosted a poetry slam this past week
in Mead Witter. The event followed
familiar beats of Lu and Mueller reading a lot of their own poetry and then
opening up the stage for anyone to
come up and read their own poetry. Mueller and Lu shared with The
Lawrentian their intentions behind
this event and how their friendship
informs their poetry and the event
overall.
According to Lu, he and Mueller
“have been friends since freshman
year, but we also sort of hated each
other for various reasons in freshman
year which is why our radio show is
called ‘This Used to Be Weird.’” He
added that now that they are friends,
he looks up to her “as a role model,
but also enjoys teasing her and making sure her ego doesn’t get too big.”
He stated that although they are very
different people, they are similar in
the aspects that matter. Mueller said
that her friendship with Lu is incredibly special and that she is very grateful for it. She added that something
she values about their friendship is
their shared appreciation for “very
tiny things throughout our day-to-day
lives.” Connecting their friendship to

the poetry reading, Mueller said she
believes that “a lot of poets have an
ability to notice tiny moments and to
imagine them as large worlds all their
own — very “Horton Hears a Who”esque. It is good to be able to stop and
to look at small things with people you
care about.”
Mueller also spoke about their
decision to host the poetry reading:
“I feel as Cynfor and I finish out
our senior year, we’re both doing a
lot to just enjoy each other and to
do the things that make us happy.”
They decided to host it in Winter
Term because they find that winter is
often a difficult term, and “wanted to
be intentional about having fun and
doing fun things,” said Lu. As for the
name, “Lemons in a Pitcher” came
from an inside joke over the summer
when Mueller messaged Lu about getting lemons stuck in a pitcher while
housesitting. “Part of the summer I
was in Ireland,” said Mueller, “and
for most of the summer Cynfor was
in China. The distance — there was
so much of it! One day while I was
in Ireland, he messaged me and said
we should do a poetry reading this
year. I said yes without hesitation.
It really wasn’t a deeper thing than
that. We were really excited that a
few hearty and true people came, and
we’re hoping to host another reading
next term.”
Lu said he chose poems of his to

read that he remembered liking when
he wrote them. “I tend to write very
short poems,” said Lu, “sometimes
only a line. One of the first poems I
read, ‘Butts,’ was also one of the first
poems I ever wrote and was proud
of, and is only one line long: ‘Butts
crack me up.’” One of his favorite
moments of the reading was cracking
up at his own poem “Thanksgiving.”
“I remember writing the poem and
thinking it was funny, but I hadn’t
read it since I had wrote it and forgot
some of the contents. So when I read
it out loud to everyone, the contents
surprised me as much as they did
the audience!” Lu continued that not
all his poems are jokes or as silly as
“Butts” or “Thanksgiving,” and celebrated Mueller’s poems as well: “I
think Katie has a really unique way
with words and that was reflected
both in the poems she wrote and read,
as well as the poems by other writers
she chose to read.”
Lu also highlighted the open mic
portion of the event: “I think that even
just reading other people’s poems to a
crowd is a really strangely vulnerable
action, and I really appreciate how
many people were willing to share
that aspect of themselves with us.”
This writer also hopes that there
is another poetry reading next term
and that more people get to experience the warmth and joy that Lu and
Mueller brought to that space.

Photo Feature: Mariposas Del Alma
In celebration of POC Empowerment Week, Oakland-based band Mariposas
Del Alma performed in representation of the Latinx communities on Lawrence
campus.

Photos by Georgia Greenberg.

Review: Netflix’s Zumbo’s Just Desserts

Mads Layton
Staff Writer

______________________________________

As the end of the term approaches and the Lawrence Busy starts to
set in at a breakneck speed, it can be
nice to find time to consume media
that you do not really have to think
very hard about. Netflix Original baking competition show “Zumbo’s Just
Desserts” is here to fill that spot. The
second season of this baking competition show was released to Netflix in
November of 2019. The show’s namesake, Adriano Zumbo, is a former
contestant on “MasterChef Australia,”
and is joined as a cohost by Rachel
Khoo. The competition is set as follows: the season begins with 10 contestants of varied ages and occupations, which range from concreter to
sugarcane farmer to competitive dad.
A brief for the “sweet sensations” task
is introduced at the top of each episode, and the bakers are given an
allotted amount of time to create a
dish that satisfies the brief, while paying close attention to both aspects of
flavor and presentation. In this way,

“Zumbo’s Just Desserts” is reminiscent of many other baking shows in
the vast collection of food competition
shows that can be found. It is different
though, because the two lowest scoring competitors of each “sweet sensations” task are subject to compete in
what is called a “Zumbo test.” Zumbo
himself is known for the delicate and
complicated nature of his desserts,
so the terrifying nature of this challenge is that they must recreate one
of Zumbo’s recipes as accurately as
possible and present it to him to try.
Within an unrealistically short time
period, they are forced to multitask
and make choices about things such
as whether they should redo their
sponge cake because, “if the sponge
isn’t right it could ruin everything.”
Whoever loses the “Zumbo test” is
eliminated from the competition and
the other scrapes by into another
round. Following the first season of
this show, it is easy to tell that the
creators wanted to give some episodes
an element of surprise, so there are
special rewards or challenges thrown
in that interrupt what is otherwise a

fairly repetitive structure. Also amped
up for this season is the really saccharine theme of the show. As it is set in
an old sugar factory, the candy-stripe
pops of color painted on the floor of
the kitchen and on the front door add
to that. This show also does a good
job of amping up the drama of the
events. Rachel and Zumbo often wander through the stations commenting
stuff like, “Oh, yuzu is a flavor that
is really difficult to balance, how do
you feel like you’re doing?” You do
not really have any clue what yuzu
is, but you feel justified in turning to
the friend you are watching with to
tell them that you could be an excellent judge of a food show. All of this
is backed by appropriately intense
music and overly exaggerated clock
noises ticking down the time that is
left. Though there is much to roll
your eyes about during “Zumbo’s Just
Desserts,” namely the overly confident
things some contestants say, or the
way suspense is laid in the reviewing
of a dish, it is certainly lighthearted
enough to give your brain a moment
to just crave something sweet.

,

“The Two Popes:” check the facts

Mary Grace Wagner
Columnist

______________________________________

One afternoon over Christmas
break, my sister Lillian sat down in
the living room and watched “The
Two Popes” on her phone’s Netflix
app. I was sitting near her for the
greater part of her watch and distinctly remember that she had a bit
of a bone to pick with the movie upon
finishing it. When I finally got around
to watching “The Two Popes,” I really
enjoyed it, I had no idea why she had
a problem with it. So, like the responsible “journalist” I am, I called Lil and
asked her what exactly had bothered
her about such a well-made movie.
In short, as a viewer, she enjoyed
the dramatic narrative, but as devout
Catholic, she was not buying a lot of
what the narrative was selling.
Inspired by a true story, “The
Two Popes,” directed by Fernando
Meirelles, is adapted from Anthony
McCartens play “The Pope.” It
takes place primarily in Vatican
City as Pope Benedict XVI, played
by Anthony Hopkins, tries to convince Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio,
played by Jonathan Price, who in 2013
becomes Pope Francis, to reconsider
his decision to resign as archbishop
as he shares his own plans to resign
from the papacy. The film attempts to
portray the two men as diametrically
opposing forces in the church, with
Benedict representing the old Catholic
establishment and Francis as a new
more inclusive type of Catholicism.
However, the film shows the two
popes bridging these ideological differences and strives to play the two
characters simply as men, which was
a refreshing way to see two people
who have occupied arguably the most
important religious leadership position in the world. As a Catholic, I
see the pope as an almost legendary
figure, he may be El Papa but he
is also a head of state, a wielder of
papal supremacy, not as a man with
feelings and humanity just like any
parishioner at my local church. Most
of the credit for this portrayal of the
popes goes to Pryce and Hopkins who
really showcase their status as acting
legends with this picture. Both Oscarnominated for “The Two Popes” this
year, they truly anchor the story in
two exceptional character studies. The
movie is mostly based on their performances and boy do they shine. I
watched it and truly enjoyed it.
My sister Lillian is much more
knowledgeable when it comes to
Catholic history and dogma. I called

her last night and we spoke for about
20 minutes while she made hash
browns and sticky rice in her dorm.
“[The Two Popes is] a good movie,
and a good story” she stated, but
had a lot to say about the way the
McCarten’s story characterized the
two pontiffs. “They’re not as polarized
as the film makes them out to be,”
she said. Francis is not the beacon
of liberalism that the film paints him
as, and Benedict is not some curmudgeonly old timer. Emphasizing their
disagreements makes for a dramatic
story but is not true to life. Most of the
things that Francis is hailed for, such
as being a friend of the poor and fighting for environmental justice, have
been core parts of the Pope’s mission
since the ‘70s. Lillian also explained
how many of the events in the film are
completely fictionalized, and I factchecked this myself after I spoke with
her. “They never spent that much time
together, [Cardinal Bergoglio] never
flew to Rome to hand in his resignation papers,” which is the event most
of the film revolves around, “he just
put them in the mail.” Lillian also
leveled criticism against the portrayal
of Benedict in particular, disapproving of the film characterizing him as
a staunchly conservative and almost
mean old man. “Some of the things
Benedict says are completely out of
character” she said. “I spoke with
Cardinal Zen [of Hong Kong, who
recently spoke at the University of
Pennsylvania, where Lillian attends]
and he described Pope Benedict as a
very sweet old man.” Ultimately she
agreed with me that it was a good film,
if not a flawed one in the respects she
discussed. I asked if such a movie was
a good thing to have out in the world.
Is it important to try to endear the
Popes to the public like this, seeing
them play piano, drink Orange Fanta,
Benedict’s favorite drink, together and
watch soccer? “I think it’s a good
thing” she said “but they could’ve
done it better.” This criticism is more
than fair.
Overall “The Two Popes” is a
great movie. Lillian and I both agreed
it is worth the watch, if not for the performances by Hopkins and Pryce, than
definitely for the papal conclave set to
ABBA or the credits sequence where
they both watch the 2014 Germany
vs. Argentina World Cup final, Pope
Benedict and Pope Francis’ respective home countries. Just remember
to take the fictionalized interactions
between the Popes with a grain of
salt, as the movie is only “inspired” by
real events.
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Staff Editorial:

Your weekly reminder to #VoteLocal
On Tuesday, Feb. 18, Appleton celebrated an election day, narrowing the field of candidates for
mayor of Appleton and for Wisconsin’s Supreme Court. Last week, many Lawrentians jumped at the
chance to engage in local politics, but found that voter ID laws impeded their ability to do so.
While this obstacle exists, it is not a reason to give up. You should vote. As students, voting is one
of the only ways to make our voices heard — and our voices should be making a much louder sound.
According to thebestcolleges.org, young people (millenials and younger) make up roughly half of the
electorate, but much less than half of people who actually vote. During the 2016 presidential election,
voters between the ages of 18 and 29 were only 19% of the total voting population. Young people should
be a major political force — but when so many of us fail to vote, our concerns will never be reflected by
our representatives.
Even if you are convinced your candidate will not win, the margin of victory — the amount by which
a specific candidate wins an election — often plays a critical role in how the winning candidate behaves
in office, according to an article by the Huffington Post. Because of this, even if your candidate loses,
your voice and opinions still influence the winner’s policies.
However, understanding the importance of voting does not make it easy. Voting is hard — often
much harder than it should be. Voter ID laws are one reason for this difficulty. As Lawrence students,
we feel the consequences of these laws. In order for those of us without Wisconsin driver’s licenses to
vote in local elections, we must each obtain a voter ID separate from our school IDs. While the university offers these voter IDs at no cost, many were disappointed to see the office issuing them close early
on election day. Those who did not get their voter IDs in advance may have been prevented from voting.
Talking about how this small-scale problem made it harder for you to vote can feel embarrassingly
trivial. But the everyday inconveniences of getting a voter ID are not insignificant. In fact, voter ID laws
are often meant to make voting harder through such inconveniences. While voter IDs purport to solve
the problem of in-person voting fraud, this problem hardly exists: a 2014 study found only “31 credible
incidents out of one billion ballots cast” since 2000. The real purpose of voter ID laws is to be “part of
an ongoing strategy to roll back decades of progress on voting rights,” according to the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU).
The ACLU’s fact sheet on voter ID legislation reports that voters who do not have an accepted form
of voter ID are “disproportionately low-income, racial and ethnic minorities, the elderly, and people
with disabilities. Such voters more frequently have difficulty obtaining ID, because they cannot afford
or cannot obtain the underlying documents that are a prerequisite to obtaining a government-issued
photo ID card.” Voter ID laws are also disproportionately enforced — studies have found that minority voters are more frequently questioned about ID than white voters are. Voter ID laws are inherently
discriminatory.
However, as it stands in Wisconsin, you must have a voter ID to vote. On Tuesday, Apr. 7, another
election will be held in Appleton. This election will determine Appleton’s mayor and Wisconsin’s
Supreme Court judge, as well as serving as the U.S. presidential primary. Lawrentians should vote in
this election. In order to do this, they must take extra precaution to get their voter IDs before this date.
If you have a Wisconsin driver’s license or U.S. passport, these can serve as voter IDs. Otherwise, ask
for a Lawrence-issued voter ID at the Warch info desk.
We should also advocate for the eradication of these senseless and discriminatory voter ID laws.
Ironically, getting your voter ID is a first step to doing so: you must first be able to vote in order to
choose candidates who will stand up against voter ID laws.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Max Craig, at lawrentian@lawrence.edu. We
review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit for clarity,
decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be
more than 350 words.

Alex Quinn
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

It looks as though the DNC will
do anything to keep from accepting
Bernie Sanders as the frontrunner
in this election. Last week, he could
not win Nevada because Medicare
For All would take away hard-won
union healthcare benefits. Today, he
is a communist for questioning our
country’s systemic brainwashing that
communism, in all forms, is inherently evil.
“But you know, it’s unfair to simply say everything is bad,” Sanders
told host Anderson Cooper on last
Sunday’s “60 Minutes.” “When Fidel
Castro came to office, you know what
he did? He had a massive literacy
program. Is that a bad thing? Even
though Fidel Castro did it?”
Castro started a huge literacy
program in 1957. Critics argue that
this program’s agenda was to indoctrinate Cubans with political propaganda. Nonetheless, Castro implemented
a program to teach people how to read
and write, particularly those in impoverished rural areas who had limited
access to education. The high school
and college students who went out
to teach those in abject poverty saw
the terrible conditions in which they
were living, and the impoverished saw
tangible evidence that the govern-

Nora Murphy

A chronicle of
cappuccinos

Staff Writer

______________________________________

The best cappuccino in the
world, so far, is not the one I drank
next to a group of Scottish yoga moms
in Glasgow or the one I had down in
Milwaukee, looking out at a snowbank. I would say that the best cappuccino can be found at “that good
café between the fry shop and the
‘Tigre’ by my school in Italy.” The
cappuccino there is perfectly sized,
the foam has just the right texture and
the beans are roasted to a mellow,
medium roast. The name of this café
escapes me every time I try to think of
it, but the experience of drinking their
cappuccino never leaves me. Since
arriving at Lawrence, I made it my
personal goal to find the best cappuccino nearby in order to fill the cappuccino-shaped void left in my life.
I started my search close to home,
in the Warch Campus Center. The
Café felt most convenient, because if I
were to enjoy the cappuccino, I could
then spend my spare culinary cash
on more than ice cream. The Caféccino was a severe let-down from the
moment I began to order it. The only
size I could get was a 16 ounce, which
is far too large to be a quality cappuccino. The milk flavor was bland, and
I doubt that it was even whole milk.
This resulted in a disappointing foam
texture. The overall drink felt more
like milky coffee than actual foamed
milk and espresso.
After this disappointment, I
ventured down to Andrew Commons
where I had heard a rumor there was
a cappuccino machine. If you are ever
looking for it, it is seated between the
cold-water machine and the hot water
machine. At first it felt like magic:
with the press of a button, my mug
was filling with hot, milky coffee. As
I held the button down, I also read
the label for the cappuccino, reading “French Vanilla Flavor.” In that
moment, my heart skipped a beat
out of fear as to what I was about to
drink. With one sip, I knew that this
was not for me. The overly sweet,
hot, milky coffee barely resembled a
cappuccino; it only had the smallest
hint of foam on top and overall had a

Bernie is the answer

ment cared for them. According to the
World Bank, Cuba’s literacy rate today
is at 99.8%. Sanders was commenting
on this aspect of the program, which
gave the poor access to education and
knowledge.
Unfortunately, “communism”
and “Castro” still trigger the fears of
the Red Scare. It is very important
to realize that the U.S. has pushed
the narrative of communism’s evils
to maintain our capitalist economy.
After its liberation from Spain in
1902, Cuba became an auxiliary colony of the U.S. The U.S. exploited
Cuban labor as well as all of its natural
resources to bolster our economy. The
only time Cuba saw economic growth
was during times of U.S. economic
turmoil, i.e. the Great Depression.
After gaining formal independence
from the U.S. in 1940 and undergoing the communist revolution from
1953 to 1959, Cuba once again saw
economic growth. U.S. intervention
in countries with communist governments or countries “at risk” of having
communist governments has not been
fueled by benevolence to the citizens
of these nations, but more as a precautionary measure to squash the greatest threats to capitalism.
Communism is a good political
theory, and there is much we can
garner from it. But it is not good in
practice, because in order to reach a

communist utopia, there must be a
dictator to put it in place. In my opinion, humans are so power-hungry and
full of greed that this utopia will never
be realized.
It is important to note that
Sanders does not condone the tactics
of Castro. He added on “60 Minutes:”
“I have been extremely consistent and
critical of all authoritarian regimes
all over the world including Cuba,
including Nicaragua, including Saudi
Arabia, including China, including
Russia. I happen to believe in democracy, not authoritarianism.”
There is no doubt that the Trump
administration will continue to run
with the Sanders communist narrative
if he becomes the Democratic nominee, and the media is only helping to
strengthen that narrative.
Sanders has been attacked from
every angle since his rise in the polls,
starting with Hillary Clinton on the
first day of the Senate impeachment
hearing. Since then, Elizabeth Warren
has accused him of not believing a
woman can become president in 2018,
even though he proposed to her that
she run for president in 2016. It is not
a coincidence that that information
was leaked after Sanders’s rise in the
polls. If this was such a pressing issue,
why not bring it forward two years
ago? Why only now?
I am sure these attacks will not
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stop until the Democratic National
Convention this summer. Even then,
I am not sure if the whole party will
rally behind Sanders. His electability
is consistently called into question.
It is important to remember that we
went with electability in 2016 with
Clinton, and we saw how well that
worked out. Winning the popular
vote is not enough — the Democratic
candidate must demolish Trump. I
believe Bernie is the only candidate
who can. My position on Warren,
meanwhile, has changed since she
backed away from Medicare for All,
as well as after her accusations of
Sanders and considering her history
of embellishing the truth of being a
nursing mother during the bar exam,
her father’s occupation and her Native
American heritage.
For many, Sanders’ platform is a
pipe dream, an unimaginable future
that no logical person would deem
possible in this political climate. But
for the rest of us, he is our only hope.
I know my perspective is not
unique, but it seems so within current
political discourse where the white
elite has the loudest voice. Growing up
in Milwaukee and going to Milwaukee
public schools, the disparity of wealth
is so much more apparent to me.
My sibling transferred from MPS
to schools in Wauwatosa in seventh
grade. Their and my high school expe-

syrupy texture. The French vanilla flavor was very off-putting and I did not
take more than four sips before giving
up on it. Perhaps the machine’s only
saving grace was that it also produced
hot chocolate.
With two Bon Appetit disappointments under my belt, I moved
off campus. The first spot that I wandered into was Lou’s Brew, which was
conveniently close to my dorm at the
time, and could have been a lovely
alternative to the Café. The experience
had a more positive start than my
prior two, although when ordering I
was asked if I wanted it “wet” or “dry.”
I am still unsure as to the full meaning of this question, as the only dry
cappuccino I can imagine would just
be coffee grounds and milk powder.
Once I had ordered my wet cappuccino, I was given an appropriately
sized mug for a cappuccino, which was
filled with what looked to be a tasty
cappuccino. The first sip was enough
to tell me that this was, in fact, only
an almost-passable cappuccino. The
coffee had little flavor and the flavor
it did have was unpleasant. The milk
was bland and did not create a pleasing foam texture. Drinking this cappuccino left me unsatisfied, frustrated
but at least caffeinated.
Just as I was about to give up
hope, I stumbled upon Seth’s Coffee
Drive Thru. It sits just on the other
side of College Avenue, hidden away
behind the castle and in winter, a
few large snowbanks. Although it is
a drive-thru, they do have a walk-up
window that provides a lovely experience. On a good day, you might
even run into a favorite Lawrence
professor. Their classic cappuccino is
exactly the right size, and if you bring
your own mug it can even be served to
you in ceramic. The milk has a good
flavor and as they use whole milk,
the resulting foam has an amazing
texture. The coffee flavor is well balanced and does not leave any bitter
aftertaste. The only thing that could
improve this cappuccino would be a
place to sit out of the cold for a minute
in order to drink it. While there are
more cappuccinos to try in Appleton,
I am content with Seth’s filling my
cappuccino-shaped void.

rience are significantly different. By
my senior year, our entire school was
granted free or reduced lunch. Our
student body was already at least 90%
free or reduced lunch, so a program
where everyone had it was cheaper
overall. Everyone I knew had jobs
and/or side hustles and worked for
everything they had, while kids in
Wauwatosa appeared to come from a
place of privilege where such work was
not a necessity. My sibling became
more and more frustrated with how it
seemed that their peers did not need
to work for anything.
Many of my friends did not go to
college after high school because the
cost was just too much, despite scholarships. If they did go, it was only for
a few years before they left because of
untreated mental health. Many then
relocated to Riverwest, where they
became part of a close-knit community plagued with substance and sexual
abuse. Some became heavily addicted
to coke, crack and/or heroin. Now,
folks have either moved away and
steer clear of heavy substances, are
heavily addicted or overdosed. Many
do not have a financial safety net
with their parents and scrape money
together from food service, retail or
trades that slowly wear down their
bodies. They do not have healthcare.

See page 12
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“Euphoria” and
teen cinema envy
Camille Robertson
Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Sunday night, I watched the
final episode of the first season of the
2019 HBO teen drama, “Euphoria.”
A tear rolled down my cheek during
one of the three excruciatingly long
montages that played almost one right
after another, concluding the episode.
More specifically, I choked up while
watching a series of main character
Rue’s (Zendaya) flashbacks — her, as
a child, running into her dad’s arms;
at 13 in the early days of her drug
addiction, stealing her now cancerridden dad’s pain medication, then,
after his death, Rue putting on the
sweatshirt he wore in his final days;
in a screaming-match with her mom
over $40 Rue had stolen from her
wallet to buy drugs; her little sister,
Gia (Storm Reid), sobbing at the scene
of Rue’s overdose. All this playing
behind the heartbreaking and elegant
“A Song For You,” sung by Donny
Hathaway. And it is all so, so sad, and
the entire show is so sad, and yet I still
sort of, in theory, want my life to be
exactly like “Euphoria.”
This is one of the problems with
cinema in general, the dazzling nature
of any well-shot, well-acted movie or
TV series. For the purpose of keeping a narrow topic, I want to vent
specifically about cinema in which
teenagers are the primary focus and
why, no matter how bad things get
for the characters, I still wish my
life looked even remotely like theirs.
“Euphoria,” in particular, really hit me
with a sense of wistful ennui because
it has many moments of realism, even
among the melodrama, that make me
feel like these things are actually happening to someone, maybe almost
play-by-play, so why did none of it
happen to me?
It also helps that, no surprise,

everybody in the show is insanely
hot, and the “teenagers” are played by
celebrities who are 21-plus — again,
no surprise. This is something that has
always driven me nuts about teens in
movies — nobody looks like that when
they are 17, not even the 17-year-old
Instagram models who show up on
your discovery page in a supposedly
unedited photo. How can I look at
somebody like Zendaya and not feel
bad about myself? At the same time,
if Rue looked like the next teen drug
addict the casting crew had stumbled
upon, how could I or the rest of the
world be half as interested at the sight
of the thumbnail?
I am far from the first to suggest
that cinema becomes more interesting
when sexy people are at the front and
center of the screen, so I do not want
to drive that home as my main point.
More so, I am asking how we all might
be able to enjoy teen dramas without
feeling like we failed in our own youth
— or, in the case of college dramas,
feeling like I absolutely cannot graduate until I go to at least one wild toga
party that features a live performance
from Otis Day and the Knights. I
think the answer is twofold, but still
open-ended.
First, I, the slightly pretentious
film studies major that I am, certainly try to morph my memories into
the most cinematic pictures possible.
After a while, I can trick myself into
thinking that the lighting was as soft
as in the late-night biking scenes in
“Euphoria,” or that that one really
catchy Blood Orange song played
during one of my tender, romantic
moments, like it did for Rue and her
love interest.
Second, I can keep trying to
convince my dangerously Hollywood
movie-saturated self that life does

Local Nerd’s Hot Take: “Breath of the
Wild” is a weak Zelda game
Zach Fithian
Columnist

______________________________________

See page 12

Hey, listen! “The Legend of
Zelda” is an action-adventure video
game series that has had a place in
the hearts of many for over 25 years.
Fans of the series know the games
for their quirky characters, beautiful
soundtracks, unique art styles and
much, much more. The most recent
entry of the series, “Breath of the
Wild,” made a name for itself when
it came out in early 2017 for breaking new ground by introducing openworld gameplay to the series and was
received incredibly well by critics
and fans alike. Indeed, “Breath of the
Wild” touts an enormous world map
filled with plenty to do and explore,
as well as copious puzzles to solve
and challenges to complete; however,
while “Breath of the Wild” is spot-on
in meeting what is required for your
run-of-the-mill action-adventure,
open-world game, it hugely misses
the mark on meeting the criteria of a
Zelda game.
Now wait, humor me for a second
and put away the pitchforks. Let us
take a walk down memory lane to distill the elements of Zelda games that
make them great. For the sake of making a short article in The Lawrentian’s
Op-Ed section, I am going to limit
myself to just the 3D Zelda games,
such as “Ocarina of Time,” “Wind
Waker” and “Twilight Princess.”
While the 2D Zelda games are certainly beloved classics that deserve
recognition, most of the aspects of
great 3D Zelda games will likely apply
to their 2D counterparts as well.
We can start at the beginning
with “Ocarina of Time,” which introduces an aspect of Zelda greatness
in the title: music. The ocarina, a
small wind instrument that the game
is named for, is a source of 10 beauti-

physically impossible.
The perfect Lawrentian is not
human — and that is because the
expectations this school has for its
students are not actually possible for
humans. They are obviously for superhumans. I am ashamed to admit it,
but despite being sick every single
year while here, I had not realized
until now that this is actually a school
for superhumans, and due to some
admissions error, I accidentally got
let in.
Lawrence is the kind of rigorous
school where you play a sport, are in
an ensemble, a few other clubs and
work as well, of course. Oh, and then
sprinkle in some hard classes just
for fun. Mix all that together, along
with the crushing pressure to get good
grades so you can graduate and get a
job and not live your entire life in your
parents’ basement, and you get —

guess! What do you get, dear readers?
Yes, that’s right! Absolutely zero
free time! And what does that mean
for the accidentally normal human
students who were let in to this superhuman-only university? It means that
when they exhibit normal human
behavior like getting stressed out or
getting sick because of communal living and winter and germs, they are
punished for it!
A normal human student who
attends this school has the two options
I was presented with this morning as a
self-diagnosed Sickly One:
Option one: Do not go to class
and rest and sleep and take care of
self. Benefit is getting well sooner, but
the loss is falling behind in that class,
losing valuable discussion of important topics and having to now play
catch-up for eternity.
Option two: Go to class in a

ful melodies that occur in many forms
throughout the game. Play “Saria’s
Song,” the “Song of Storms” or the
“Song of Time” to anyone who played
this game, and they will immediately
begin to recount their memories of
playing, guaranteed. Moreover, each
area of the game also has a unique and
unforgettable theme that plays over
the action. To this day, I can still hum
the melody to the Kakariko Village
theme, and the Gerudo Valley theme
is nothing less than a bop. Conversely,
none of the tunes in “Breath of the
Wild” have gained a foothold in my
memory. This is not to say that the
music is not good, because it is indeed
well-composed and pleasant, but in
the same way that elevator music
might be. The music in “Breath of the
Wild” does little more than fill the
silence with music that fits the mood:
calm, slow music for exploring and
faster, energizing music for fighting.
What makes this music so lackluster
is its absence of character or identity. The music in “Wind Waker” had
a peppy quality to it that matched
the cartoonish aesthetic and childish
characters, while music in “Twilight
Princess” featured more somber melodies to match the serious tone of the
game. The music of “Breath of the
Wild” fails to say anything notable
about itself, and thus is ultimately
forgettable, which is a shame to the
musical legacy that came before it.
Another key aspect of a great
Zelda game is the story and lore. Each
Zelda game has a common general
plot — a young man in green garb
(known always as Link, at least canonically) goes on a quest to save the
Kingdom of Hyrule and sometimes
Princess Zelda. This hero eventually
comes to wield the Master Sword and
the Hylian Shield, and bears some
connection to the Triforce of Courage.
Beyond this, the stories of various

Zelda games vary greatly; in “Ocarina
of Time,” Link travels between civilization and a sort-of apocalypse, in
“Wind Waker,” Link sails the Great
Sea — with pirates and a talking boat
— in search of his kidnapped sister
and in “Twilight Princess,” Link fights
off the invasion of another dimension.
Now, “Breath of the Wild” carves
its own niche in this sense, as the
lore of the game introduces advanced
technology into the Zelda series and
a more abstract Ganon, Link’s main
rival. However, much of the background story and character development is left for optional discovery,
and most of the common lore present
in other Zelda games is also optional.
For instance, “memories” that explain
the history of this particular version
of Hyrule are scattered across the very
large map and are not easily trackable.
Even the Master Sword and Hylian
Shield can be entirely missed in a
complete story playthrough. Speaking
of story, the game places little emphasis on completing the main plot, preferring that its players explore and
experiment. While not inherently
bad, when one does elect to progress
through the story, it feels bland in
comparison to the much richer ones
preceding it, without strong main
roles or plot devices to keep players
hooked. Thus, while the story and lore
of “Breath of the Wild” are not terrible
on their own, they pale in comparison
to other Zelda games.
There is much more I could say
about how “Breath of the Wild” should
have been a better Zelda game before
being a great action-adventure game,
but such a tangent shall be saved for
another day. I look forward to hearing opinions from readers, both from
those in agreement and those who are
wrong. Until then, have a good rest of
the term, everyone!

Lawrence is for superhumans, so let’s all leave

Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

______________________________________

So here I am again. Swaddled
in a blanket, surrounded by used
Kleenex and so drugged up on cold
meds that I probably cannot even feel
pain anymore. Every Winter Term
I think to myself, “Ah this is it; this
is the year I finally won’t get sick.
I will sleep more and drink water
an—” NOPE. My entire immune system does not give a single hoot about
my work schedule or the amount of
homework I have.
Being sick in high school for me
was not too bad — sure, I walked
around with a box of Kleenex to every
class and people literally walked to
the other side of the hallway to avoid
being in my gross presence, but it was
pretty tame compared to being sick
at Lawrence. Which, by the way, is

drugged stupor with your grand train
of used Kleenex following behind you
and get about 25% of the overall class
discussion because you are sick and
cannot pay attention. Benefit is you do
not lose a participation point and are
in class technically. But the loss is not
only did you not really get the lecture
in class, but now you are even more
sick because you are forcing your body
to move and think when all it should
be doing is resting.
See how both of these options
lead to the person feeling worse,
either for stressing over missing class
or physically in terms of their health?
Therefore, I have decided, because
this school is so obviously not for normal humans who do normal human
things like get sick and injured or
stressed out, two things. First of all,
Lawrence needs to start frickin’ advertising that their school is for superhu-
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mans only because that would really
help the normal people like me to
know not to apply here and feel pressured to try and keep up with such
ridiculous expectations. Second, to all
the regular humans who may have
also been let into this school through
some mistake in admissions — they
should really work on that — you are
not alone! Do not try to push yourself to meet standards that are literally impossible for the regular Homo
sapiens such as ourselves. There is
no shame in getting sick or being too
stressed out for class; those are normal human things that you should be
allowed to feel without punishment
or guilt. Continue being the wonderful normal humans you are, flawed
immune systems and all, and hopefully Lawrence will transfer us to a
non-superhuman university soon!
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What would you do if you were elected mayor of Appleton?
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“An annual Fox River amusement
park!”
— Emma Carlson

“I would implement diversity
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— Jácelynn Allen

“Free food Wednesday’s.”
— Karina Herrera
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—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words.

“I would install a regional transit
system.”
— Mikaela orange

“Provide more support for students
of color in the Appleton Area School
District.”
— Shelby Siebers

“Start an annual Pride parade.”
— Moreau Halliburton
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Press

Bernie is the...
continued from page 10

“More student discounts on arts
events in the community.”
— Emily Richter

“I would have more Latinx events.”
— Stephany Pichola

“Give the land back to the
Menominee Nation.”
— Taneya Garcia

They cannot afford medications or
go to therapy. They cannot go back to
school. Some of them have to choose
between eating and getting hormones
for their transition. My family is
scraping to get me and my sibling
through school, and I am very lucky
that I can lean on them for a place to
stay, food, healthcare and support.
Both my sibling and I are pursuing
degrees in the arts, which do not have
much financial return, but we cannot
see ourselves doing anything else.
We do not have the option of

“Euphoria”...

continued from page 11
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not look so gorgeous for anybody.
During every episode of “Euphoria,”
I would turn to my best friend, who I
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message
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supporting another candidate. With
Sanders’ plans, we would be able to
pay for school. I could go to graduate
school and pursue programs focusing on improvisation and contemporary music in cities with high costs
of living. My friends could go back to
school. We would all get paid more
and not live in the tight grip of our
financial anxieties. We could go to
the doctor. We would not have to pay
$8,000 in copays. We would be able
to breathe.
I am trying not to get my hopes
up for a Sanders win, because the
disappointment would be too great
to bear. For a lot of us, Bernie is the
answer. He is our only hope for survival.
was watching it with, and ask, “That
doesn’t actually happen, right?” And
during the more out-there scenes, I
felt confident enough to throw my
hands up at the TV and self-righteously shout, “This is so unrealistic!” It is
the vocalization — and, I guess, the
chronicling — that keeps me sane in
the face of cinematic speciousness.

To advertise in
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